Abstract -77GHz PHEMT gate mixer module and resistive mixer module were fabricated for automotive applications using LG-CIT low noise PHEMT process and WR12-to-microstrip antipodal finline transitions. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Car radars and sensors have been one of the most important and interesting areas in the microwave and millimeter wave applications over the past years [1] . These not only are related to huge market of automotive industry but also play a key role in safety of intelligent cruise control in the future. Among the components of the radars and sensors operating at 77GHz for short range and high resolution applications, mixer is one of the most important circuit elements that converts Doppler-shifted reflected signal to very low frequency signal below 1MHz.
For the fabrication of millimeter wave mixer modules, coaxial-to-microstrip transition does not have good reproducibility and requires fine and accurate mechanical machining which leads to higher cost. To overcome these difficulties, direct waveguide-to-microstrip transition techniques have been widely used [2] [3] . We used antipodal finline transition so as to achieve wide bandwidth and assembly easiness in our works.
In this paper, we present the measured results of experimentally optimized WR-12 to microstrip transitions. And also we present the design, fabrication and measured results of 77GHz HEMT gate mixer module and resistive mixer module that were mounted on WR-12 waveguide jigs using these optimized finline transitions.
II. WAVEGUIDE-TO-MICROSTRIP TRANSITION
The insertion of the antipodal finline substrate into rectangular waveguide makes the dominant TE1o mode of the waveguide rotate 900 and form the electric field of the microstrip line, which is illustrated in Fig Impedance discontinuity between the waveguide and the microstrip was reduced using low dielectric constant quartz substrate whose £ r is 2.2.
We found from our experiments that long transfer length showed relatively lower insertion loss than short one, semicircular pattern caused no remarkable half-wave resonance predicted from EM simulations but reduced the ripples of insertion loss, and the serrated choke worked well for RF grounding in the wide frequency range.
The optimized transition showed average insertion loss of 0.74dB per transition in the frequency range of 75-90GHz. Fig. 2 shows measured results of back-toback WR-12 to microstrip antipodal finline transitions. at 76.6690GHz is shown in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 7 , the conversion loss of 10.3dB was obtained at LO power of 7dBm that was very competitive performance. This is in good agreement with simulation result. 
